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Reclaiming Beauty is a title bringing together authors from architecture, political science, and
the wider social sciences, to discuss the central role of beauty in life and the academy. Sarah
Burton explores three of the essays here, concluding that with thoughtful reading, the
collection will reward the reader with original concepts and novel links.
Reclaiming Beauty: Collected Essays in Polit ical Anthropology: Volume I. Agnes
Horvath and James B. Cuffe. Ficino Press. May 2012.
Reclaiming Beauty: Collected Essays in Political Anthropology, edited by
Agnes Horvath and James B. Cuf f e, seeks to “restore beauty to its
rightf ul, arguably central place, not just in art and aesthetics, but f or
individual and social lif e in general” (p. 3). Through a range of
interdisciplinary approaches to the concept of  beauty, the collection
works to reposit ion beauty as something not objective, but rather
experiential and relational. One of  the main strengths of  the collection is
this diverse assortment of  authors which encompasses literary,
historical, philosophical, polit ical and sociological perspectives.
Cuf f e’s chapter, ‘Beauty and Caref ul Representation: Interpreting the
Social and the Cosmic’, is redolent of  this interdisciplinarity. Cuf f e
cautions against what he sees as the current ‘progressivism’ mode of
scholarship in which we assume that we are working toward something,
and instead proposes that we view beauty not as something f ixed but as
“that which is revealed by our relation to it” (p. 151). Beauty, it seems, is
not oppostionally relegated to subjective over objective but is f ound in our simple, daily immersedness in
the social, the universe and the reciprocity therein. Cuf f e proposes a more interpretative relationship with
beauty as “necessary f or ‘posit ive’ social change” (p. 164) and presents a modif ication of  Vygotsky’s zone
of  proximal development as a way of  interpreting beauty f or social change. Terming it a “zone of
interpretative development”, the intention is f or it to enable the transmission of  “an experience to those
who do not hold the same lived experience but come to recognize an understanding of  it” (p. 164). His
stance of  privileging “contemplation of  one’s own relation to self , to others” in a state of  “constant
interpretative development” (p. 170) is certainly posit ive and the idea of  using beauty as a means of  caref ul
representation of  self  and the world is intriguing. I’d question, though, his ref utation of  progressivism in
light of  his argument that beauty can lead to posit ive social change – surely this in itself  is progress and
teleological? The ideas, though f ascinating, appeared not suf f iciently f leshed out – as if  too much was
attempted in too short a space. The result of  this is concepts which do not cohesively link to one another
and given the tantalizing ideas within, this is unf ortunate.
Conversely, Meredith Eliassen’s chapter, ‘Columbia’s Beauty: The Aesthetics of  Nationalism in a New
America’, has a distinct narrative. Eliassen details how Columbia, Samuel Johnson’s symbolic f emale
personif ication of  the American colony, became representative not only of  physical grace but moreover of
the virtues of  f emale industry and agency that were necessary in both building and distinguishing America
f rom its f ormer Brit ish rule. Eliassen analyzes the instructional f airy tales given to young girls which
emphasized the gaining of  a beautif ul exterior by perf orming beautif ul – i.e. ‘good’ – actions. By comparing
this with f rontier literature and the crucial part played by women as “builders of  the nation’s moral
f oundations” (p. 188) as well as the privileging of  George Washington in the new nation’s psyche as an
example of  industrious beauty, Eliassen shows clearly how the desirable quality of  beauty was used to
national advantage in order to compel women to act dif f erently to their Brit ish counterparts in terms of
labour given. The argument, though compelling, suf f ers f rom its presumption that f or all Brit ish women
marriage meant retiring f rom work and public lif e. Certainly this may be true of  middle and upper class
women but it would be dif f icult to conceive of  non- industrious, labour-active working class married women
in the eighteenth century. Equally the notion of  the f airy tale as pedagogical is not new (cf . Marina Warner
and Jack Z ipes) and young girls were f requently cautioned against being too aware of  physical over moral
beauty. But with f airy tales largely consigned to the domestic sphere of  the nursery, the notion of  them as
part of  nation-building shows an original edge.
Philip Ruch’s chapter, ‘Beauty in the Polit ical Sciences: The Insuf f iciency of  Contemporary Accounts and the
Premature Death of  a Category’, questions the lack of  inclusion of  beauty as a category of  polit ical
science. Noting that a f undamental claim of  modern science is to “see the world, especially human lif e, as it
is” (p. 215), Ruch argues that beauty is as signif icant to polit ical science as categories such as sexuality,
power, death, in that they all exist as objects “outside of  a person” (p. 215). The chapter begins with the
claim that “the descriptions of  lower motives of  human nature f ills libraries” (p. 215) and that beauty, as
their opposing category, has been excluded. Ruch seems to bear this exclusion heavily and spends much of
the chapter castigating the social sciences f or “concealing” the need f or beauty (p. 221), going so f ar as to
suggest that one day a “smart psychologist” will conceptualize the desire f or beauty as a disease and
predicts “the day people will f eel ashamed of  their need f or beauty” (p. 221). Whilst broadly accepting
Ruch’s contestation of  existing categories such as power and liberty as unstable or intangible, I f ind it
dif f icult to view them as theref ore analogous to the unstable concept of  beauty. When he writes that
“beauty overwhelms, f loods and af f ects” (p. 220) this seems indicative of  an emotional rather than
scientif ic response; it lacks evidence and the ability to be measured or tested which consequently seems to
justif y its lack of  categorical inclusion in polit ical science.
As a collection, Reclaiming Beauty contains moments of  genuine signif icance, brought about by the
juxtaposition of  seemingly disparate disciplines. These almost clashing perspectives actively prompt the
reader to question the place of  beauty in the social. However, there are some omissions. Ideas f rom Ruskin
and Baudrillard dominate the text yet neither are explicit ly acknowledged, and this is representative of  the
book as a whole, where arguments risk being overly abstract and lack ref erences throughout. This made
the book a f rustrating read at t imes, in that contributors make unsupported claims regarding their ideas.
Passionately communicated run-on sentences f eaturing conf used syntax dominate – almost to the point
of  the book appearing to replicate the spontaneous thoughts or utterances of  the authors. Though
f eaturing enormously interesting ideas these are dif f icult to engage with owing to the tendency towards
lacking a rigorous substantive argument which the reader can clearly f ollow. With thoughtf ul, painstaking
reading the collection will reward a reader with original concepts and novel links – you just have to work that
bit harder. A worthwhile read f or anyone interested in the ties between beauty, gender, and the wider social
sciences.
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